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1 Introduction 
Within FASTCOLD project a number several fatigue tests were conducted according to the list given in 
Table 1, the final testing details being presented in previous deliverables. Small-scale fatigue tests were 
also provided, which allowed strengthening the amount of available data towards a more 
robust/consolidated fatigue details categorization. Regarding the details 1 and 2, both are concerned 
with local bending of the flanges of rail profiles. Besides full-scale tests of these details, a significant 
number of small-sale tests were performed covering samples from both rails and upright profiles, where 
the applied loading produced bending in profile corners, in a way similar to details 1 and 2. The 
generated database covers a large amplitude of r/t ratios, which was regarded as one of the most 
important geometric parameters influencing fatigue performance.   

Regarding details No. 3 and No. 4, besides the fatigue tests covering many different aspects of the bolted 
joints (bolt preload, hole production quality, bolts arrangement, stress R-Ratio), monotonic tests and slip 
tests were also provided and reported in previous deliverables.  

Finally, full-scale tests of beam-to-uprights connections (details 5-7 in  Table 1) were tested under 
fatigue loading covering two different profiles sizes and steel grades (four test series). The bolt loads 
produced out-of-plane deformation in the uprights walls leading to the fatigue cracking near the profile 
corners and perforations. A unified detail categorization for the cold-formed profiles under local wall 
bending was sought after. 

This deliverable aims at providing the fatigue S-N lines for the details investigated in the FASTCOLD 
project (fatigue details categorization) which are seen as the fatigue resistance data in a fatigue design 
procedure. 

The current details categorization will be adapted to the existing EC3 Part 1.9 [1] and its ongoing 
revision process [2]. The new revision of the EC3 regarding the fatigue design has been considering a 
wider range of fatigue details categories, including new combinations of slopes as well as different 
definitions of fatigue endurance limits, depending on the types of details (e.g. stress concentrations) and 
loading modes. 

The bolted joints will be considered first in this document. Afterwards, the details n. 1-2 will be handled 
as cold-formed members under local corner bending. Both rails and uprights are often subjected to local 
corner bending leading to fatigue cracking at the profile corners along the profile longitudinal direction. 
Besides the specificities of the rails, an integrated approach will be also considered for this fatigue 
damaging mechanism.  

Finally, the uprights-to-beam connections will be considered in this deliverable. Despite some local 
bending, the deformation mechanism of the uprights includes in this case an important contribution of 
out-of-plane deformation. Nevertheless the usage of local/peak stresses at hot spots will allow the 
definition of a unified detail category for the cold formed profiles. 
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Table 1: Full-scale test specimens. 

Fatigue details Loading conditions Detail n. 
Detail ref. in 
FEM 10.2.10 

 

Local bending of lower flange 1 C 

 

Local bending of upper flange 2 C 

 

Tension 3 - 

 

Tension 4 - 

 
Thickness = 2 mm | Normal slots 

Bending in vertical plane 5 D4 

 
Thickness = 3 mm | Normal slots 

Bending in vertical plane 6 D4 

 
Thickness = 2 mm | Round slots 

Bending in vertical plane 7 D4 
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2 Fatigue detail categorisation for bolted joints in rack 
structures 

The proposed fatigue details categorization regarding bolted joints covers thin steel members, zinc 
coated, joined by snuggle tight bolts in normal clearance punched holes, which are common in rack 
industry. M12 bolts were the basis for the investigated bolted joints, which is representative of fasteners 
sizes for thin plates joining in rack structures. Also, other conditions were considered in order to check 
their impact with to the reference conditions and allow assessing the generality and safety of the 
proposed reference conditions. 

For snug tight bolted joints showing a bolt preload of 25% of the standard bolts preload (25% of 70%Fu) 
a fatigue detail category of class 90 with slope m=5 would be the recommended as a design curve for 
constant amplitude loading (double covered symmetrical point): 

 

∆𝜎 𝑁 = 90 ∙ 2 × 10  Equation 2.1 

 

which approximately represents the mean S-N data minus 2 standard deviations (probability of failure 
of approximately 2.5%) (refer to Figure 1). The proposed design curve must be applied with the net 
stress range calculated using the simple equation: 

 

∆𝜎 =
𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 

𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑒𝑥𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑏𝑜𝑙𝑡 ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠
 

Equation 2.2 

 

where the net section is defined along the hypothetical crack propagation plane, usually perpendicular 
to the loading direction/principal stress direction. It was demonstrated that the previous S-N curve is a 
conservative approach for multiple bolts joints as well as for preloaded bolted joints, using the same 
definition of net stress range.   

However, for preloaded bolted joints one may increase the fatigue resistance due to the beneficial effect 
of the clamping force of the bolts. Therefore the fatigue detail category of class 112 with slope m=5 
would be the recommended for preloaded bolted joints as a design curve (mean S-N data minus 2 
standard deviations, refer to Figure 2) for constant amplitude loading (double covered symmetrical 
point): 

 

∆𝜎 𝑁 = 112 ∙ 2 × 10  Equation 2.3 

 

where the remote stresses should be used in the fatigue design. Since the preload effect on thin plates 
with low friction coefficients could be less effective than in normal thickness hot rolled plates and 
coatings, it would be advisable to use a more conservative approach for preloaded joints, based on the 
class 100 and slope m=5: 

 

∆𝜎 𝑁 = 100 ∙ 2 × 10  Equation 2.4 
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In addition, the latter proposal is compatible with the fatigue endurance regime, including the fatigue 
limit definition. 

Standard industrial quality punched holes were the basis of the tests performed in FASTCOLD. This 
rules can be also used for drilled holes if quality is not lower than that of the punched holes, in terms of 
hole roundness and surface roughness. Previous equations also demonstrated to be safe for positive 
stress ratios ranging between 0.1 and 0.5, not requiring the need for any mean stress correction factors.  

In case where net or remote stresses are not easy to evaluate by simple formulae (e.g. rail-to-upright 
connection with fatigue cracking in the rail to be evaluated, net section is not well defined) an alternative 
procedure for fatigue design may be followed based on notch stresses at the bolt hole vicinity. In this 
case, a master curve based on class 160 with slope m=3 would be the recommended for any bolted joint 
(snug tight, preloaded, single, multiple bolts), refer to Figure 3: 

 

∆𝜎 𝑁 = 160 ∙ 2 × 10  Equation 2.5 

 

providing that the notch stress range is computed at the hot spot with sufficient accuracy compatible 
with an elastic finite element stress analysis. Subsection 2.1 provides guidance on numerical analysis 
for notch stress calculation in bolted joints.   

The proposed categorization results are very consistent with the proposed revision of the current EC 
fatigue design rules. On effect for non-preloaded bolted joints the class 90 with slope m=5 has been 
proposed for normal clearance holes without load reversal and produced quality holes. However, 
according to this revision of the EC3, the high quality holes are drilled or reamed ones; if punched or 
gas/plasma cut holes would be produced, a fatigue strength reduction to 71 MPa should be adopted. 
However, according to the FASTCOLD results the punched holes could be of better quality than some 
poor quality drilled holes. Therefore, it is recommended that the hole making process should be 
optimized to result in the better quality holes and in that case, punched holes could be included in the 
same fatigue category as the drilled holes. Regarding the stress calculation for non-preloaded bolted 
joints, a correction factor for the net stresses is recommended in the EC3 revision, which is not seconded 
by the FASTCOLD project results. 

Regarding the preloaded bolts, in symmetrical bolted joints, the class 112 and m=5 should be used which 
is consistent with the FASTCOLD results. Nevertheless, in FASTCOLD a lower fatigue category may 
also be recommended in order to accommodate the low efficiency of the preloaded effects for rack 
structures made of thin plates and low friction components.   

In general, FASTCOLD results are very consistent with the new revision of the EC3 design rules for 
bolted joints, representing several innovations with respect to the existing EC3 rules.  

Table 2 presents a summary of the details categories for bolted joints typical of rack structures. Since 
the test program was based on double covered symmetrical joints, if single shear joints will be applied, 
the fatigue resistance should be reduced accordingly due to bending effects, when net stresses or remote 
stresses are applicable. According to the EC3 one fatigue class should be reduced. Table 2  also proposes 
that situations.  

The design guidelines proposed in this section are supported by results generated in the FASTCOLD 
and published elsewhere [4]. 
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Figure 1: S-N data for snug-tight bolted joints [4]. 

 

 

Figure 2: S-N data for preloaded bolted joints [4]. 
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Figure 3: Master S-N curve for bolted joints using notch maximum principal stress range [4]. 

 

Table 2: Fatigue details categories for bolted joints typical of rack structures. 

Details/ Description 
Details Fatigue Category 

c (MPa) m D (MPa) 

Snug-tight bolted joints; double covered symmetrical 
joint subject to normal stresses1; zinc coated; thin 
plates (e.g. t=2~3 mm); net stresses. 

90 5 
90 

(@2106) 

Preloaded bolted joints; double covered symmetrical 
joint subject to normal stresses; zinc coated; thin plates 
(e.g. t=2~3 mm); remote stresses. 

100 5 
100 

(@2106) 

Snug-tight bolted joints; one-sided fully supported 
connections 2subjected to normal stresses; zinc coated; 
thin plates (e.g. t=2~3 mm); net stresses. 

80 5 
80 

(@2106) 

Preloaded bolted joints; one-sided fully supported 
connections subjected to normal stresses; zinc coated; 
thin plates (e.g. t=2~3 mm); remote stresses. 

90 5 
90 

(@2106) 

Snug-tight or preloaded bolted joints; double covered 
symmetrical or one-sided fully supported connections 
subjected to normal stresses; zinc coated; thin plates 
(e.g. t=2~3 mm); peak, maximum principal stresses. 

160 3 
118 

(@5106) 

 

 
1 Also known as double lap joint or double shear splice. 
2 Also known as lap joint or single lap joint or single shear splice. 
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2.1 Guidelines for stress analysis in bolted joints for notch stress evaluation 

If the master curve based on notch/peak stresses would be used in the fatigue assessment, a numerical 
finite element model of the bolted joint will be the best approach to compute the stress range to be used 
in the analysis. For that purpose, an elastic model would be required to compute the stresses, being the 
maximum principal stresses the ones to be computed at the critical hot spots around the bolt holes. The 
hot spot may be at the hole surface (low bolt preload values) or near it (preloaded joints) depending on 
the preload amount. The minimum and maximum loads of the cycle should be simulated and the 
respective minimum and maximum stresses computed. The hot spot should be the one leading to the 
maximum stress range. The contact between the bolt and the plates is responsible for non-linear 
response, so the applied load stress ratio may be not translated directly into the notch stress values.  

Solid finite elements (linear or quadratic) are preferred to simulate the notch stresses with full 
integration. Contact elements should be applied to simulate the load transfer between plates and the bolt. 
The bolt preload should be also simulated using available finite element technologies or strategies, like 
preliminary thermal load step or a pre-stress element or other. Regarding the friction model, Coulomb 
friction model could be applied with a representative friction coefficient. Within the FASTCOLD 
project, representative friction coefficients were evaluated and published elsewhere [5]. For zinc coated 
steel, a mean value of 0.12 may be used. 

Regarding the mesh size, a refined mesh around the bolt holes and the bolt compression area should be 
considered, with at least 3 elements across plate thickness, for the plate most likely subjected to the 
highest net stresses.   

3 Fatigue details categorization for cold roll-formed 
profiles under local corner bending  

Fatigue data of cold roll-formed profiles tested under full-scale as well as under small-scale 
configurations will be presented in this section and appropriate fatigue details categorization will be 
performed. The fatigue test data is analysed according to the statistical procedures proposed in the 
ASTM E739 standard [6] and also compared with the recent proposal for the revision of the EC3 [2]. 
The fatigue categorization for the cold roll-formed profiles will be based on a local stress definition and 
consistency with the revision of the EC3 will be looked for. 

In the case of these structural components, application of nominal stresses based approaches is not 
straightforward due to the difficulty to define the nominal stresses. Therefore, the proposal consists in 
using the elastic peak/notch stresses evaluated/computed at the expected crack initiation locations. The 
maximum principal stress is used the fatigue data analysis as it generally is responsible to the crack 
initiation and propagation direction.  

The case of the structural component to be analysed in this section corresponds to the local corner 
bending of the profiles (Figure 4). That is typical of a rail profile under the action of shuttle wheels. 
Full-scale rails were tested under fatigue (Figure 5). In addition, small-scale specimens were tested under 
tension, promoting local bending of the profile corners, leading to failure modes very similar between 
the full-scale and the small-scale tests (Figure 6). In the case of the small-scale specimens, both rail and 
upright profiles were considered in the analysis. The true radius/thickness ratio were evaluated for each 
specimen and the real geometry was accounted in the elastic peak principal stresses computations. It 
was verified that for low corner radius/thickness ratios, the deviations between the nominal values and 
the actual values could be very distinct, having a significant impact in the local stresses and consequently 
in fatigue resistance. 
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In general, rail profiles show higher radius/thickness ratios, which is compatible with lower deviations 
between the nominal and actual corner geometry. The fatigue data will be analysed taking into account 
the actual r/t values.  

Figure 7 presents the fatigue data for a Z-rail, where both full-scale and small-scale test data are gathered. 
A total of 54 points are presented The linear regression line showed a determination coefficient of 
R2=0.53 and a slope m=4.560, the latter being very compatible with the new revision of the EC3, which 
suggests a slope of 5 for smooth notches on non-welded joints under normal stresses. The mean minus 
two standard deviations line shows to be very consistent with a detail category of class 180 and slope 
m=5, with extra safety margin.  Figure 8  shows the consistency between the small and the full-size 
fatigue test data. It seems that for finite life fatigue regimes, the small-scale fatigue data is in the lower 
part of the scatter. Nevertheless, the small-scale fatigue data complements the full-scale fatigue data for 
high fatigue regimes, where full-scale testing data is challenging to generate (lower frequencies results 
into prohibitive testing times). 

Based on a significant amount of data, full-scale and small-scale testing data, generated within the 
FASTCOLD project, one may establish the following design S-N curves (mean S-N data minus two 
standard deviations) for class 180 with slope m=5 (refer to Figure 7) for constant amplitude loading: 

 

∆𝜎 𝑁 = 180 ∙ 2 × 10  Equation 3.1 

where the notch elastic maximum principal stress range should be used in the fatigue design. The 
notch stress should be computed at the corner using elastic analysis. The constant amplitude fatigue 
endurance limit is established at two millions cycles, as recommended in the new revision of the EC3, 
which results for this case into a stress range of 180 MPa.  

 

Figure 4: Cold roll-formed profile under local bending. 
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Figure 5: Full-scale Z-rails tested under fatigue loading (R~0.1). 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Small-scale fatigue tests of profiles fatigue loading (R~0.1). 
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Figure 7: S-N data from large and small-scale fatigue testing of a Z-rail (r/t=1.71). 

 

 

Figure 8: S-N data from large and small-scale fatigue testing of a Z-rail (r/t=1.71) (large-scale versus small-scale data). 

 

Guidelines are presented in the subsection 3.1 for finite element analysis. The actual geometry of the 
corner should be used instead of the nominal geometry due to the possibility of large tolerances in the 
roll-forming processes, which may dictate significant stress variations. Equation (1) was proposed for 
r/t ratios equal to 1.71 and is not recommended for lower r/t values.  

Gathering all the fatigue test data, which involved both rail (large and small-scale) and upright sections 
(small-scale) under local bending, results the S-N data plotted in the Figure 9 and Figure 10. A total of 
175 data points is gathered in these plots. The mean regression line shows a low determination 
coefficient associated (R2=0.296) and the corresponding slope is m=2.867. Nevertheless, due to the low 
determination coefficient (high scatter) the confidence interval for the slope would be high. In order to 
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keep consistency with the new revision of the EC3, the slope m=5 is tested with the fatigue class 160 
which seems to be an appropriate lower bound of the test data, even for high-cycle and endurance fatigue 
limit regimes. Therefore, when the database is enlarged, only a reduction in the fatigue detail category 
of one level would be sufficient to encompass all the different data sources. Figure 10 highlights the r/t 
ratios for the 175 data points and one could conclude that only for the lowest r/t ratios there is some 
deviation from the global trend line – the lowest r/t ratios lead to the lower fatigue strength data. 

A class 160 with slope m=5 design curve is proposed for constant amplitude loading for cold-formed 
profiles under corner bending: 

∆𝜎 𝑁 = 160 ∙ 2 × 10  Equation 3.2 

where the notch elastic maximum principal stress range should be used in the fatigue design.  

The fatigue classes 160 and 180, m=5, S-N curves are both foreseen in the revision of the EC3. Slopes 
m=5 has been proposed for construction details with light notch effects subjected to mode I cracking 
induced by direct/normal stresses. In addition, the fatigue limit for these cases should be established at 
2 million cycles, which is also demonstrated in the FASTCOLD data to be very consistent with the 
available data. 

Table 3 summarizes the fatigue categorization proposed for the cold roll-formed profiles under the action 
or external loads leading to the wall corner bending along a bending axis parallel to the rolling direction. 

 

Figure 9: S-N data from large and small-scale testing of cold-formed profiles under local bending (0.36<r/t=1.96). 
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Figure 10: S-N data from large and small-scale testing of cold-formed profiles under local bending (0.36<r/t=1.96) (effect of 
the r/t ratios). 

 

Table 3: Fatigue categories for cold roll formed profiles under local corner bending. 

Details/ Description 
Details Fatigue Category 

c (MPa) m D (MPa) 

Cold roll-formed rail profiles with flange-to-web 
corner bending (any loading direction); usage of 
elastic maximum principal stresses; inner 
radius/thickness ratios higher than 1.71. 

180 5 
180 

(@2106) 

Cold roll-formed profiles (rails or uprights) with wall 
corner bending; usage of elastic maximum principal 
stresses; inner radius/thickness ratios in the range of 
0.36<r/t<1.71. 

160 5 
160 

(@2106) 

 

3.1 Guidelines for stress analysis in cold-formed profiles under corner 
bending 

 

The proposed fatigue categorization of cold roll-formed profiles was based on notch/peak stresses 
(maximum principal stress) evaluated using elastic analysis at the wall corners. A numerical finite 
element model of the profile should be used to compute the maximum principal stress ranges. Solid 
finite elements (linear or quadratic) are preferred to simulate the notch stresses with full integration. 
Regarding the mesh size, a refined mesh around the corner should be applied and at least 3 elements 
across plate thickness should be applied. The external load and boundary conditions should be as closer 
to the reality as possible, namely the load application position should be simulated. The geometric 
deviations at the corner geometries due to manufacturing tolerances are of primordial importance. 
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Statistical analysis of the manufacturing process should be performed and representative geometries 
should be modelled. The roll forming should not lead to microcracking at the material most strained 
regions. Residual stresses are accounted in the S-N resistance data, so they do not need to be accounted 
in the actions evaluation.  

The FASTCOLD project have shown that surface roughness does not show significant influence on 
fatigue performance for the tested industrial case studies. In addition, zinc-coated profiles will smooth 
any roughness effects, which will be included in the fatigue resistance side. 

Residual stresses typical of cold forming processes were accounted in the fatigue resistance side, so in 
the proposed fatigue categorization there is no need to include their effects in the side of fatigue actions. 
Also, the usage of elastic stress analysis would be not compatible with a residual stresses evaluation. 

 

4 Fatigue details categorization for beam-to-upright joints 
made of cold-formed profiles 

This section proposes an analysis of beam-to-upright connection fatigue results aiming the proposition 
of appropriate detail categories. The proposed geometry consisted of a cantilever beam with an end-
welded flange, which in turn is bolted to a perforated upright. Each bolt will apply a push-pull load over 
the upright side, leading to intense the out-of-plane deformation at the vicinity of the corner and profile 
perforations (refer to Figure 11). Four cold-formed profiles were considered, combining different 
materials and sizes and manufacturer sources/qualities (P60-S355, P120-S355, P120-S460, P140- 
S460). 56 test results were generated under full-size fatigue test conditions.  

 

 

Figure 11: Upright-to-beam connections (welded flanged beams bolted -to-uprights). 

 

An elastic 3D FE model was built in order to compute the elastic maximum principal stresses at the hot 
spots, where fatigue cracking was verified. Details about the suggested numerical approach for the stress 
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analysis are given in Section 4.1.  Figure 12 to Figure 14 present the S-N data for the uprights-to-beam 
bolted joints. The overall correlation of the data, following ASTM E739 [6] standard resulted in an 
acceptable determination coefficient (R2=0.5411) and a slope parameter, m=3.333. Due to the lack of 
data in the fatigue endurance regime, a lower slope could be excessively penalizing as regards the fatigue 
limit definition. Therefore, an analysis based on existing details categories proposed in the revision of 
the EC3 [2] is suggested in order preserve consistency between the present research results and future 
EC3 provisions. In general, slope m=5 has been demonstrated to be consistent with the most of the rack 
details categorization in order to avoid excessive conservative predictions at the fatigue endurance 
limits, where most designs should be applied. Thus, the detail category with slope m=5 and characteristic 
value of 180 MPa seems to be the best compromise for all fatigue regimes and being consistent with the 
fatigue data presented previously in Section 3. The fatigue endurance limit selected is the one 
corresponding with the slope 5, i.e., would also be 180 MPa. The proposed design curve seems to be 
consistent with the mean experimental S-N curve minus two standard deviations.  

Figure 13 compares the S-N data between the S355 and S460 steel grades. One can see a reasonable 
mixture of the data (confounded data) mainly for the higher fatigue lives, which allows to extend the 
design curve for both steel grades that are common in rack structures. Only some differences can be 
seen at low-cycle fatigue regimes but for practical reasons not deserving new details categories.  

Figure 14 compares the different upright sizes/steel grades, and again one can see some differences 
(P140/S460 higher fatigue strength; P120/S460 lower fatigue strength) but in general one can establish 
one detail category sufficiently safe and simplifying the details categorization. It is interesting to note 
that the profiles average r/t corner radius was the lowest for the P120S460 profile corresponding also to 
the lowest fatigue strength. 

 

 

Figure 12: S-N data from full-scale testing of uprights-to-beam joints made of cold-formed profiles (all data mixed). 
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Figure 13: S-N data from full-scale testing of uprights-to-beam joints made of cold-formed profiles (data split by steel 
grade). 

 

 

Figure 14: S-N data from full-scale testing of uprights-to-beam joints made of cold-formed profiles (data split by steel grade 
and profile sizes) (average r/t corner ratios: P60S355=1.5; P120S355=1.3; P120S460=0.8; P140S460=1.2). 
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Table 4 summarizes the fatigue detail categorization regarding the cold formed upright-to-beam bolted 
joints.  

Table 4: Fatigue categories for cold roll formed uprights bolted to beams (beam-to-uprights bolted joints). 

Details/ Description 
Details Fatigue Category 

c (MPa) m D (MPa) 

Cold formed upright-to-beam bolted joints; push-pull 
bolt forces in perforated upright; usage of elastic 
maximum principal stresses. 

180 5 
180 

(@2106) 

 

A comparison between the fatigue details categorization presented in this section, taking into account 
the full-scale tests performed on beam-to-upright sections, and the fatigue categorization performed in 
the Section 3 taking into account full-scale test data from rail profiles and small-scale fatigue tests of 
different types of profiles, points out the possibility of using similar detail categories. This is possible 
due to the usage of the peak elastic maximum principal stress at the fatigue cracking hot spot, from 
numerical simulation, used in the analyses. Figure 15 and Figure 16 represent all the fatigue data points 
from the FASTCOLD project, regarding the tested cold-formed sections/profiles. A total of 231 data 
points were gathered in the figures. The overall correlation of the data resulted into a relatively small 
determination coefficient, R2= 0.379 and the mean S-N line shows a slope m=3.15. From the analysis 
of the overall data, and keeping consistency with the EC3 revision as regards the m=5 slope, it would 
be recommend a class 160 detail category. Nevertheless, Figure 16 ranks the data by r/t ratios, and one 
may conclude that the class 180 category could be applied if r/t ratios above 1.0 would be used. This 
condition would supersede the ones presented in section 3.1 when a smaller amount of data was used.  

 

 

Figure 15: All S-N data from FASTCOLD project (231 data points).  
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Figure 16: All S-N data from FASTCOLD project (231 data points). Data ranked by r/t ratios.  

 

 

4.1 Guidelines for stress analysis of uprights-to-beam connections 

 

The stress analysis compatible with the detail categorization proposed for the beam-to-uprights bolted 
joints should be supported by elastic geometric non-linear analysis, aiming the notch/peak maximum 
principal stresses computation. Ideally, solid 3D elements should be used for the upright with fine detail 
in the vicinity of the hotspots. Preferably, contact elements and bolts preload effects should be accounted 
for a better load redistribution and more realistic stress computations. The profile real/actual geometry 
should be considered in the analysis. Such a detailed modelling can however be substituted by a model 
resorting to shell elements with no explicit modelling of the bolts, provided some recommendations are 
followed. This is presented in Deliverable D3.3. Moreover, the model can also be prepared considering 
the nominal geometric properties of the profiles. According to the conclusions of Deliverable 2.4, it is 
then, advised either to perform a quality control of those properties on the as built profiles, or to apply 
a safety factor of 2.0 on the stresses obtained from the model. 

5 Concluding remarks 
This deliverable summarizes the main FASTCOLD fatigue data including the small and full-scale test 
data. Different details categorization is proposed, covering the most important cases from the rack 
structures, including bolted joints, rails and other profiles with local bending at corners and beam-to-
uprights connections. The fatigue details categorization is presented combining statistical analysis and 
valuing a consistency with the timely and comprehensive ongoing revision of the EC3 as regards the 
fatigue design, which is in progress.  Table 5 summarizes the details categories that are being proposed. 
In general, the slope m=5 is consistently proposed, with one exception for bolted joints. In addition, due 
to the complexity associated to the definition of nominal stresses, the usage of local stresses based on 
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elastic FEA is proposed. The classical definition of nominal stresses based on structural mechanics 
formulae, relying on global stress resultants (full-section bending, shear and tension/compression), may 
not be adequate for thin-walled members, which show local deformation modes more connected with 
the fatigue cracking. These considerations should however be introduced in the Chapter 7 "Suggestion 
for further investigations in the future" of the Final Report. 

Regarding the residual stresses and construction quality, the experimental program was designed to be 
representative of both cases, so fatigue actions will not need to account for those effects, except the one 
regarding the r/t profile ratios.  

 

Table 5: Fatigue details categories for structural details of rack structures. 

Details/ Description 
Details Fatigue Category 

c (MPa) m D (MPa) 

Snug-tight bolted joints; double covered symmetrical 
joint subject to normal stresses; zinc coated; thin plates 
(e.g. t=2~3 mm); net stresses. 

90 5 
90 

(@2106) 

Preloaded bolted joints; double covered symmetrical 
joint subject to normal stresses; zinc coated; thin plates 
(e.g. t=2~3 mm); remote stresses. 

100 5 
100 

(@2106) 

Snug-tight bolted joints; one-sided fully supported 
connections subjected to normal stresses; zinc coated; 
thin plates (e.g. t=2~3 mm); net stresses. 

80 5 
80 

(@2106) 

Preloaded bolted joints; one-sided fully supported 
connections subjected to normal stresses; zinc coated; 
thin plates (e.g. t=2~3 mm); remote stresses. 

90 5 
90 

(@2106) 

Snug-tight or preloaded bolted joints; double covered 
symmetrical or one-sided fully supported connections 
subjected to normal stresses; zinc coated; thin plates 
(e.g. t=2~3 mm); peak/local maximum principal 
stresses. 

160 3 
118 

(@5106) 

Cold roll-formed rail profiles with flange-to-web 
corner bending (any loading direction); usage of 
elastic maximum principal stresses; inner 
radius/thickness ratios higher than 1.0. 

180 5 
180 

(@2106) 

Cold formed upright-to-beam bolted joints; push-pull 
bolt forces in perforated upright; usage of elastic 
maximum principal stresses; inner radius/thickness 
ratios higher than 1.0. 

180 5 
180 

(@2106) 

Roll-formed profiles with wall corner bending/out of 
plane deformation; usage of elastic maximum 
principal stresses; inner radius/thickness ratios, 
r/t>1.0. 

180 5 
180 

(@2106) 

Cold roll-formed profiles with wall corner bending/out 
of plane deformation; usage of elastic maximum 
principal stresses; inner radius/thickness ratios, 
r/t1.0. 

160 5 
160 

(@2106) 
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